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 mkv files, used by .mp4, VLC, and QuickTime Player RealVid (Real Video) and Windows Media Video Real Player files Playback of RealVid and WMMV videosnSugarVideo is a virtual non-linear editing program intended for use by Video producers or any individual editing video with some basic editing skills. SugarVideo is a small program that allows the user to capture and view files, organize
them, drag, drop and drop out clips and assemble them into a timeline for editing. The user can do things like cut, copy, drag, drop, and change the orientation of clips. The user can customize what types of clips that are supported for playback and what types of output formats are supported as well. To further customize the playback the user has the ability to manipulate the playback using commands
like: pause, rewind, fast forward, and scrub. Once the user finishes editing the timeline the user can save the project as a sequence of non-linear files. The user can have the timeline viewed on screen during playback in either a film strip format or in a full screen view. One of the many issues with this project is that the files are of a much larger size than the original file. On top of that the user also has
to convert the files so they can be properly played in most players. To make matters worse the files seem to be corrupting when they are converted into this program. The end result is a file that is much larger then the original file that does not seem to play correctly and is also corrupt. Tools The primary tools used in SugarVideo are a paint brush and scissors. The user has to go through their timeline to

capture the clips they want to have on their timeline and then drag them to the timeline canvas. If they want the clips to be in a specific order they can drag them to the canvas in the order they want them to appear on the timeline. When the user wants to create a new clip they can either drag the clip into the timeline canvas or open the Clip Menu, go to the clip that they want to copy and then use the
scissors to copy the clip into the timeline canvas. When the user is done editing the clip they can go back to the Main Menu and then select the Set Clip Length Menu and go to the New Selection Length menu. The user can select from the following options: 2 Seconds, 5 Seconds, 10 Seconds, 15 Seconds, 30 Seconds, 1 Minute, 2 Minutes, 3 Minutes, 5 Minutes 82157476af
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